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1. (18 pts) The matrix A is 

1 2 0
0 2 4
2 6 4




(a) Find a matrix E for which EA is the reduced row echelon form R for A.

(b) Find the complete set of solutions to the system A�x = (3, 2, 8).

(c) We are interested in finding a vector �c for which A�x = E−1�c has no solutions. Explain a
simple strategy (NOT guess-and-check!) that would lead to finding such a vector.



2. (15 pts) The matrix A is the product BC, where B is 3× 5 and C is 5× 3. B is known to have
two identical rows. Show that A is not invertible. (Explain your reasoning with all details!)



3. (18 pts) Use a row reduction to find the inverse of A, the determinant of A, and to write A as a
product of elementary matrices.

A =



0 2 1
0 1 5
1 0 1






4. (15 pts) Find a basis for the plane x+2y+3z = 0 thought of as a subspace of R3, and show that
it is a basis without making any use of dimension.



5. (18 pts)

(a) Describe what it would mean for the list of functions below to be linearly dependent, using
an equation explicitly involving those functions and a description of what must be true about
that equation. �

4 sin(x− π/5), 2 cos(x− π/7), 3 sin(x− π/11)
�

(b) The general fact that [c1v1 + . . . + cnvn]β = c1[v1]β + . . . + cn[vn]β allows for rewriting the
equation above as equivalent to an equation involving m vectors in Rk. What are these
values of m and k, and an example of such a basis β?

(c) Give a rank argument to conclude whether the original list is linearly independent or linearly
dependent.



6. (16 pts)

(a) Find the Wronskian of {3 sin2 x, 4 cos2 x, 2} by direct computation from the definition. What
can you conclude ONLY from the result of this computation? Is there other information
about these functions individually that combined with the result of the above computation
allows you to conclude more?

(b) Bob claims to have computed the Wronskian of {sin2 x, cos2 x, tan2 x, sec2 x}, and that his
result is

w(x) = sin2 x cos4 x+ tan2 x sec4 x

Is he right? Explain fully.


